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ABSTRACT

Background  The idea that individuals are responsible for their health has been the focus of debate in the theoretical literature and in its concrete application to healthcare policy in many countries. Controversies persist regarding the form, substance and fairness of allocating health responsibility to the individual, particularly in universal, need-based healthcare systems.

Objective  To examine how personal health responsibility has been framed and rationalised in Norwegian key policy documents on priority setting.

Methods  Documents issued or published by the Ministry of Health and Care Services between 1987 and 2018 were thematically analysed (n=14). We developed a predefined conceptual framework that guided the analysis. The framework included: (1) the subject and object of responsibility, (2) the level of conceptual abstraction, (3) temporality, (4) normative justificatory arguments and (5) objections to the application of personal health responsibility.

Results  As an additional criterion, personal health responsibility has been interpreted as relevant if: (A) the patient’s harmful behaviour is repeated after receiving treatment (retrospectively), and if (B) the success of the treatment is conditional on the patient’s behavioural change (prospectively). When discussed as a retrospective criterion, considerations of reciprocal fairness have been dominant. When discussed as a prospective criterion, the expected benefit of treatment justified its relevance.

Conclusion  Personal health responsibility appears to challenge core values of equality, inclusion and solidarity in the Norwegian context and has been repeatedly rejected as a necessary criterion for priority setting. However, the responsibility criterion seems to have some relevance in particular priority setting decisions.

INTRODUCTION

The idea that individuals are responsible for their health has been frequently discussed in the academic literature on public health ethics and particularly with regard to fair allocation of scarce healthcare resources. Appeals to personal health responsibility have further attracted the attention of policymakers. European countries such as the UK, Sweden and Germany, as well as Medicaid programmes in some US states, have developed policies that rely on individuals being able to take responsibility for their own health and, to some extent, hold people responsible for health outcomes.

These policies may take various forms. Many prevention policies aim at changing individual health-related behaviour to lessen the burden of lifestyle diseases, emphasising the importance of responsible agency. In clinical settings, patients may be asked to make lifestyle changes in order to qualify for treatment, for instance by making surgery conditional on smoking cessation or weight loss, as proposed in the UK. Furthermore, recent policy proposals in Germany and Sweden have suggested that patients may be given lower priority on waiting lists or be requested to pay greater financial contributions when deemed responsible for their healthcare needs. The introduction of policies that require people to use their personal resources, or that establish conditional access to healthcare based on health-related behaviour, is of particular interest for countries with universal and tax-based healthcare. In these settings, citizens traditionally expect to receive care when health needs arise, regardless of the cause of the disease. However, as the burden of lifestyle diseases increases and economic circumstances change, a reconfiguration of the scope and content of services covered may seem appealing to policymakers.

This study aimed to investigate how the idea of personal health responsibility has been framed, rationalised and discussed in key policy documents on priority setting in Norway.

Conceptual framework: personal health responsibility

The concept of personal health responsibility may acquire different meanings depending on the context and the substance of its application. For the purpose of this study, health responsibility was understood as a multidimensional concept. Based on refs 2 3 7–22, we synthesised and developed a conceptual framework to aid the analysis of personal health responsibility, constituted by five dimensions (figure 1).

The dimensions included: (1) the moral subject and object of responsibility, (2) the level of conceptual abstraction, (3) temporality and (4) normative justificatory arguments. In addition, we included a dimension that systematises the objections to the application of personal health responsibility (5).
Environmental policies. The objects of responsibility are multiple and can refer to actions, omissions or consequences.

The level of conceptual abstraction
The level of conceptual abstraction distinguishes between understandings of personal health responsibility as a principle or criterion. While principles are broad statements of objectives, such as general directives of what to do, criteria specify conditions that need to be met to adhere to a principle and are used as standards for evaluation and judgement.

The dimension of conceptual abstraction allows differentiating between general and specific attributions of personal responsibility for health. For example, appeals to personal responsibility for health could be seen as moral or spiritual duties to oneself and to society to maintain physical and mental well-being. In this case, personal responsibility is an idealised principle that does not imply specific rationing decisions. In other cases, however, the person’s responsibility for past or future behaviour could be applied as a criterion for the assessment of eligibility to services. This can result in exclusion from certain types of treatment, higher copayments or lower priority in access to healthcare.

Temporality
Retrospective forms of responsibility can be ascribed when the individual’s past actions are identified as the main cause of a present outcome (factual causal responsibility) or because of the individual’s distinctive place in social life, which conveys duties and obligations that the individual has not fulfilled (role responsibility). For example, it has been discussed whether patients who in the past have engaged in harmful behaviours (e.g., smoking) have an equal right and priority to treatment for lifestyle-induced diseases.

Prospective approaches consider the responsibility of the individual for behaviour that has future health-related consequences. This forward-looking personal health responsibility is commonly understood as an encouragement to take responsibility for one’s health, aiming at raising awareness of the consequences of harmful behaviour. For instance, the responsibilisation of the individual can include the implementation of policies that facilitate healthy choices, such as health education and the taxation of harmful substances. Policies prescribing lower priority or higher copayments for lifestyle diseases may also be implemented as deterrence policies, as the prospect of this future risk is thought to have the effect of discouraging individuals from engaging in harmful behaviours.

Prospective health responsibility at the clinical level can also entail the stipulation of contracts between the patient and the healthcare provider, which clarifies the expectations and requirements that must be fulfilled to be eligible for treatment.

Normative justificatory arguments
This dimension is constituted by the normative standards of reference that can justify the attribution of personal responsibility for health. Personal responsibility for health may be justified based on normative frameworks that include views of fairness, equality and autonomy, that is, non-instrumental justifications. For example, appeals to personal health responsibility may be grounded in the social contract of rights and obligations that citizens may legitimately expect each other to fulfil. In this view, individual choices may have obligation-shifting power. Another example is choice-sensitive forms of egalitarianism such as luck-egalitarianism, which holds that inequalities that are a result of ‘brute luck’ should be compensated by public institutions, while inequalities that are a product of ‘option luck’ (through no fault or choice of one’s own) are not viewed as unfair. Attributing personal responsibility can also stimulate autonomy and self-determination by respecting personal voluntary choices and preferences.

An alternative normative approach is the one compatible with consequentialist theories (i.e., instrumental justifications), by which the moral rightfulness of actions is decided by the optimality of its consequences. If a principle or criterion of personal health responsibility brings about better health outcomes, for example, because individual choices can be influenced or because the expected effect of treatment can be improved, it may be endorsed on consequentialist grounds.

Objections to responsibility attributions
The idea that individuals are responsible for their actions and behaviour has been the subject of theoretical discussions involving the plausibility of free will, the conditionality of voluntariness and the definition of the boundaries to individual freedom.

These fundamental metaphysical issues, together with empirical evidence on the social determinants of health, as well as...
findings from neuropsychology on the role that conscious choice plays in our actions, question whether individuals can be the subjects of responsibility attributions altogether. These questions are at the root of two main objections to personal responsibility for health. First, one of the conditions for being able to attribute responsibility to somebody for something is that the subject of responsibility has acted freely and could have done otherwise at the time of the action. The avoidability objection claims that for many health-related behaviours, the condition of voluntary and full-informed choice is not satisfied. For instance, substance addiction, the inability to understand health information and numerous socioeconomic factors set constraints on lifestyle choices. Second, the actions and behaviours of the individual must be the actual cause of ill health. Given the importance of exogenous contributing factors beyond individual control, such as genetic predispositions and biological factors, the causation objection explains why determining the extent to which the patient’s healthcare needs are caused by lifestyle is difficult.

Other objections concern the practical implementation of personal health responsibility. The harshness objection states that it would be too harsh to make treatment conditional on the individual’s own health responsibility because the public has a moral obligation for taking care of individuals in need even when the illness is perceived as self-inflicted. The instrusiveness objection points to the fact that the process of ascription of responsibility may be experienced as an invasion of the individual private sphere that could bring about feelings of shame and distrust. Finally, the relationship between socioeconomic status and health-related behaviours, the inequity objection holds that the attribution of personal health responsibility could disproportionately harm the worst-off, reinforcing inequities. This objection is based on empirical studies of the distribution of unhealthy lifestyles in populations, showing socioeconomic gradients in clusters of health-related behaviours.

METHODS
Study design
This study was designed to be a qualitative document analysis. This type of research entails the processes of finding, selecting, interpreting and synthesising data contained in documents. The data obtained (eg, excerpts, quotations or passages) were organised into major themes through thematic analysis to develop empirical knowledge. Data gathering and analysis were conceptually driven and based on the framework illustrated in figure 1.

Study setting
The Norwegian welfare state is rooted in the principles of equality, inclusion and solidarity, and the healthcare system is universal and tax-financed. Norway has a long history of public debate on healthcare priority setting, starting in the 1980s. Today, the Patient and User Rights Act establishes the legal right to equal access to healthcare services for all residents. According to the Specialist Healthcare Act, the regional health authorities have the responsibility of providing specialist care to the residents of each region. The provision of specialist care shall be regulated by three priority setting criteria: the health benefit of the medical intervention, the cost-effectiveness of the intervention and the severity of the medical condition.

Data sources
We wanted data on (1) the preparatory stage of the policy process and (2) policy formulation. All Norwegian Official Reports (NOUs) (n=7) and a report (n=1) on priority setting commissioned or published by the Ministry of Health and Care Services were included in the analysis. The NOUs resemble a hybrid of British Green Papers and commissioned reports. The reports are written by ad hoc advisory commissions appointed by the government to examine major policy issues and to suggest possible solutions for policymaking. Both experts and laypeople participate in these commissions. The reports have an important role in the formulation of Norwegian public policy and serve the need to back up political proposals with references to research and to integrate interest groups in the policy process. The reports are followed by White Papers (Stortingsmeldinger), in which concrete policies are proposed by the government. We included the White Papers that followed the reports on priority setting (n=6). The year of publication was used to determine the time frame of the analysis: the first NOU on priority setting was published in 1987, and the last NOU in 2018 (bibliographical information reported in online supplementary appendix A).

Data analysis
The documents were analysed in NVivo 12 in two rounds. First, a search of keywords to identify text sections that concerned the conceptualisation of personal health responsibility was conducted (table 1). Text units were sorted into themes and subthemes given by our conceptual framework.

Second, the objections to the application of personal responsibility were identified and systematised in the relevant categories. The process was discussed and reviewed by both authors to ensure consistency and reliability. Illustrative quotes were translated from Norwegian to English by the first author.

RESULTS
The document analysis suggests that personal health responsibility has been framed and rationalised consistently over time, regardless of shifting political powers, economic and technological progress and academic developments in healthcare prioritisation.

The conceptualisation of personal health responsibility
The document analysis shows that personal health responsibility was repeatedly interpreted as a criterion of individual accountability intended to regulate substantial decisions on whether patients should be held responsible when determining their eligibility for treatment. The conceptualisation had patients as subjects of responsibility and concerned their health-related behaviour, their health impairment and their own individual efforts in dealing with the disease. The criterion was framed as a
contested criterion for priority setting decisions, that is, an additional criterion that ‘should not be given independent weight in priority setting decisions’ (p. 110) and furthermore, ‘had to be subordinated to the necessary criteria of severity, health-benefit and cost-effectiveness’ (p. 78). The criterion was found both in a retrospective and a prospective version. In its retrospective version, the criterion was discussed as ‘the patient’s possible self-responsibility for the occurred problem’ (p. 85) with regard to ‘the question of whether self-inflicted health impairment should have priority-related consequences for the individual patient’ (p. 86). For example, the patient’s responsibility for past lifestyle was brought up under the discussion of the application of co-payments to healthcare services.

In the initial discussions of the relevance of personal health responsibility for priority setting, the retrospective attribution of responsibility was rejected as a necessary criterion. This standpoint was reaffirmed in later documents. However, the criterion was found to be appropriate in decisions considering causes of reiteration of harmful behaviour. In these cases, reciprocal fairness seemed to justify its use:

It would be unreasonable to repeat treatment for notoriously self-inflicted diseases and injury in cases where it is clear that the patient overlooks the information and guidance or directly opposes the advice provided as a prerequisite for the treatment. (p. 13)

Evaluating the patient’s willingness to change lifestyle or behaviour as an additional criterion in priority setting decisions was repeatedly discussed in the reports and White Papers. The criterion could be included in ‘the discretionary prioritisation decisions at the clinical level’ (p. 12). This prospective version of the criterion was mainly justified with reference to the consequences for the treatment success of the behavioural change. Yet, we also found a reference to prospective responsibility justified by the respect for autonomous choice, citing ‘the value of the individual retaining control and taking responsibility for their own existence’ (p. 23).

Table 2 summarises the results of the thematic analysis on the conceptualisation of personal health responsibility.

**Table 2** Results for the subthemes regarding the conceptualisation of personal health responsibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-themes (i)</th>
<th>Subthemes (ii)</th>
<th>Identified understandings of personal health responsibility</th>
<th>Illustrative quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject of responsibility</td>
<td>Individual citizen</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>‘The patient’s possible self-responsibility for the occurred problem’ (p. 85).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>Patient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health-related behaviour</td>
<td>Harmful behaviour</td>
<td>‘A lifestyle that reduces the effect of an intervention (…) can be included in the discretionary prioritisation decisions at the clinical level’ (p. 12).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual effort</td>
<td>‘The expected individual effort should be given weight (…) This applies particularly to responsibility for own physical training, as for patients with inflammatory rheumatic diseases and lung disorders, and lubrication, as for patients with skin disorders’ (p. 88).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health state</td>
<td>Health impairment</td>
<td>‘The question of whether self-inflicted health impairment should have priority-related consequences for the individual patient’ (p. 88).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of conceptual abstraction</td>
<td>Principle</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>‘There are many criteria that belong to the group with more contested criteria (…) such as (…) self-inflicted and willingness to cooperate’ (p. 61).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Criterion</td>
<td>Contested criterion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporality</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>Self-infliction</td>
<td>‘(T)he question of self-responsibility for illness is relevant when assessing whether or not there should be a co-payment. One could imagine that those who themselves are responsible for their illness must pay more for the services’ (p. 42).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective</td>
<td>Willingness to cooperate</td>
<td>‘It is not justifiable to undertake extensive and risky procedures if the patient is not prepared to make the changes in (his/her) living habits which under any circumstance will be a condition for a satisfactory outcome of treatment’ (p. 86).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative justificatory arguments</td>
<td>Non-instrumental</td>
<td>When justified with reference to reciprocal fairness</td>
<td>‘(T)here will be strong (…) arguments for the health service to be reluctant to use the same scarce and costly resources to repeat the treatment of the same disease. The argument that other patients on the same waiting list, being sick through no fault of their own, should be prioritised, will in such a case easily be regarded as fair’ (p. 85).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td>When justified with reference to autonomy</td>
<td>‘(A patient) that is not willing to accept help to stop the harmful behaviour (…) should not be prioritised’ (p. 132).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>When justified with optimisation of expected benefit</td>
<td>‘(T)he expected benefit of a measure (can) depend on whether the patient changes his lifestyle or changes behaviour. If this is the case, it would be natural for healthcare professionals to take this into account in the clinical assessment of the expected benefit of treatment’ (p. 107).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objections to the application of personal health responsibility

At the same time, several objections to the relevance of personal responsibility in priority setting were discussed in the documents. For example, the report of 1987 emphasised that to attribute personal responsibility to the individual patient, ‘there ought to be a proven causal relationship between the patient’s behaviour and lifestyle and the diagnosed illness or injury’ (p. 85). In addition to the causation objection, challenges related to the objection of avoidability (the extent to which the individual was informed about the consequences of her behaviour and whether she could have acted differently) were considered:

Many among today’s smokers were smokers for decades before they could have known that smoking increased the risk for lung cancer and other diseases. The same could be said about the relationship between diet, lifestyle and cardiovascular diseases. (p. 85)
Also, it was pointed out that individuals with less education have worse access to health information and the avoidability of harmful behaviours for the least advantaged was questioned. Objections of avoidability were furthermore identified in a prospective version. Discussing the relevance of the patient’s ‘willingness to cooperate’, it was concluded that a lack of cooperation from the patient could be due to a lack of good communication in the patient–doctor interface, thus weakening the claim that the patient made an informed choice not to comply with the doctor’s advice.

Furthermore, a reluctance to include a responsibility criterion when determining eligibility to healthcare was grounded in arguments about harsh consequences: ‘No one should be denied treatment because the condition is due to negligent or reckless behaviour’ (p. 132). A responsibility criterion ‘would not be accepted because it violates the principle of solidarity’ (p. 92). To deny individuals necessary treatment would also infringe on the respect for human dignity and inclusion central to the healthcare system, as ‘one can easily end up with an unfortunate distinction between the “worthy” and the “unworthy” in relation to health and social services’ (p. 42).

In particular, considerations of equity played an important role: ‘a negative criterion (ie, exclusion from benefits) can have an unfortunate systemic effect in the sense that the healthcare system reinforces inequality in socio-economic status’ (p. 57). Three recent documents on priority setting touched on the issue of personal health responsibility only briefly, or not at all. This finding may signify that the responsibility criterion has had marginal relevance in the Norwegian priority setting debate of the last few years. Yet, in the most recent White Paper on priority setting, the responsibility criterion was once again discussed and dismissed as a decisive criterion for prioritisation. Table 3 summarises the results of the thematic analysis on the application of personal health responsibility.

### DISCUSSION

Personal responsibility for health has been framed as a contested criterion in Norwegian key policy documents on priority setting. Our analysis suggests that justifying such a criterion on consequentialist arguments (such as health gain maximisation) appears to be less controversial in the Norwegian context than adopting arguments of reciprocal fairness; the criterion could be relevant for decisions on resource allocation when personal responsibility is expected to be instrumental for the success of the treatment. However, non-instrumental rationales were given some weight in the debate. Despite the general reluctance to apply the criterion of individual accountability retrospectively, cases of repeated self-infliction were identified in the data as situations where the patient’s responsibility may become relevant.

Our analysis suggests that policymakers have delegated the difficult decision on when to attribute relevance to personal responsibility to those working at the ‘bedside’. A pertinent rationale for this delegation is that the medical personnel interact with patients first-hand, having the opportunity to gather the necessary information to make such difficult decisions. However, there is a risk that this may create a grey zone between medicine and morality, which leaves, on the one hand, the doctors in charge with a major ethical dilemma and, on the other hand, opens the possibility for mechanisms of arbitrariness that can undermine equality in access to care. Prior research points out that medical staff may take moral judgements into account, consciously or not, unless discouraged to do so by the organisational norms surrounding them.

A more thorough discussion of what ‘to take responsibility for own health’ actually implies, together with an articulation of how personal responsibility in health is complementary or supplementary to social responsibility, is thus warranted. We suggest that further theoretical and empirical work on the relevance of personal health responsibility for priority setting decisions should pay more attention to the element of repetition of behaviour. This element seems to matter, but attempts at systematically addressing its significance have been limited (but see Bærøe and Cappelen and Brudney).

There are a few limitations to this study. First, we did not take into consideration the political, historical and economic context surrounding each document, and we did not analyse the political debates in parliament that followed each White Paper. These choices were necessary given the amount of data that could be analysed within this study but may have limited our analysis. Second, we applied a predefined framework to analyse the written material. By only identifying the themes included in this framework, we may have left out important nuances detectable through an inductive approach. Third, transferability of the Norwegian case to other health systems might

### Table 3 Results for the subthemes regarding the objections to personal health responsibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subthemes (i)</th>
<th>Subthemes (ii)</th>
<th>Identified objections to personal health responsibility</th>
<th>Illustrative quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objections to responsibility</td>
<td>Causation</td>
<td>Evaluation of factual (not only statistical) causal relationship</td>
<td>‘There ought to be a proven causal relationship between the patient’s behaviour and lifestyle and the diagnosed illness or injury’ (p. 85).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoidability</td>
<td>Evaluation of earlier knowledge and possibilities</td>
<td>‘Many among today’s smokers were smokers for decades before they could have known that smoking increased the risk for lung cancer and other diseases. The same could be said about the relationship between diet, lifestyle and cardiovascular diseases’ (p. 85).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harshness</td>
<td>Reluctance to deny necessary treatment to those in need</td>
<td>‘Not even the drunken reckless driver who smashes his car into the mountain wall is denied first aid or other necessary treatment and rehabilitation’ (p. 85).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intrusiveness</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inequity</td>
<td>Risk of reinforcing socioeconomic inequity in access to healthcare</td>
<td>‘A negative criterion (ie, exclusion from benefits) can have an unfortunate systemic effect in the sense that the healthcare system reinforces inequality in socio-economic status’ (p. 57).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

be a challenge, given the specific egalitarian context of Norwegian healthcare. The discussions and applications of a criterion of personal health responsibility could be less controversial in health systems with different ideological and cultural characteristics. We believe, however, that our findings are relevant to other healthcare systems challenged by an increasing burden of non-communicable diseases and limited healthcare resources.

CONCLUSION

The analysis indicates that personal responsibility for health understood as individual accountability has been framed as a contested criterion in the key policy documents on priority setting in Norway. Personal health responsibility was framed and rationalised consistently over time.

The discussion of personal health responsibility seems to be an element that policymakers cannot leave utterly outside of the debate on distributive justice in healthcare but is too controversial to be included in the regulatory framework on priority setting. Personal health responsibility had relevance as an additional criterion in priority setting decisions in two cases. In a retrospective version, if the harmful behaviour was repeated after receiving treatment, responsibility was understood as a criterion of self-infliction and justified with reference to non-instrumental arguments of reciprocal fairness. In a prospective version, understood as willingness to cooperate, consequentialist arguments of the expected benefit of treatment were put forth to justify personal health responsibility.

Several objections to the actual application of personal health responsibility in priority-setting policies were identified in the texts. The analysis indicates that the application of the idea that individuals are responsible for their health” to concrete policies of priority setting has been difficult to reconcile with the principles of equality, inclusion and solidarity characteristic of the Norwegian healthcare system.
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